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Abstract—In order to meet low latency, service sensitive and
location awareness requirements of digital manufacturing, fog
computing is introduced to be an intermediate layer between
industrial Internet of Things (IoT) and cloud. The distributed,
dynamic characteristics and the collaboration requirement make
it face many new security and privacy issues that cannot be solved
by the traditional public key or symmetric cryptosystem. For
addressing them, a registered but anonymous attribute credential
is designed to manage the network entities. Based on it, an
attribute credential based public key cryptography (AC-PKC) is
constructed to provide flexible key management by taking the
advantage of the certificate-less public key cryptography
(CL-PKC) and the combination property of the elliptic curve
cryptography(ECC). Encryption, authentication and access
control with privacy preserving can be realized on the basic
operations of AC-PKC, which can meet various security
requirements of fog computing based digital manufacturing. The
performance analyses and comparison with the existing public
key schemes and attribute based encryption(ABE) solutions show
that the proposed scheme can work flexibly at a relative low cost.
Index Terms—Access Control, Authentication,
Manufacturing, Fog Computing, Key Management

Digital

I. INTRODUCTION

D

IGITAL manufacturing requires high quality machines
connection and collaboration, real time data collection and
process, intelligent decision making[1], and location awareness
as well, which make the centralized industrial applications and
IoT-Cloud based digital manufacturing can’t work well[2]. Fog
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computing appears as an intermediate layer between IoT and
cloud to support geographically distributed, location awareness,
real-time or low latency and service sensitive industrial IoT
applications [2]. Unfortunately, the distributed, collaboration
and dynamic characteristics of fog computing make it face
many new security and privacy issues. On the one hand, strange
nodes or entities always need to interact with each other，which
may lead to data or privacy leakage, impersonation and
manipulation as well [3][4]. On the other, the distributed and
dynamic environment and resource-constraint nodes introduce
limitations on security mechanisms. Consequently, the existing
public-key infrastructure based cryptography (PKI-PKC),
identity based public key cryptography (IB-PKC) and
symmetric cryptography can’t meet the security and privacy
requirements of fog computing based digital manufacturing. To
deal with it, we try to take the advantages of the certificate-less
public key cryptography(CL-PKC) and the combination
property of the elliptic curve cryptography(ECC) [5] to
construct an public key scheme to realize flexible key
management and meet the dynamic and distributed security and
privacy requirements.
The main contributions include four aspects. 1) A registered
but anonymous attribute credential and its consummation
algorithm are designed; 2) An attribute credential based public
key cryptography(AC-PKC) and its basic operation algorithm
are defined; 3) The fast one-way accumulator is employed to
verify the blinded attribute; 4) Two instances of the security
mechanism with privacy preserving are achieved in fog
computing based digital manufacturing.
The rest of the paper is organized in 7 sections. Section II
gives a description of the related work. Section III describes the
preliminaries. Section IV constructs the registered but
anonymous attribute credential. Section V designs the attribute
credential based public key scheme and its basic operations.
two security mechanisms with privacy preserving for fog based
digital computing are carried out in section VI,. Section VII
makes performance and comparison analysis for the proposed
scheme. Section VIII draws a conclusion.
II. RELATED WORK
At this stage, the researches related to security and privacy
issues in fog computing mainly concentrate on analyzing the
security and privacy challenge or exploring the potential
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security and privacy vulnerabilities and how to solve a specific
security issue or secure a specific fog computing environment.
A. Security and Privacy Analysis
The most authoritative security and privacy analysis should
be the argument of OpenFog Consortium, they point out in the
reference architecture (RA)[6] that any security compromise in
the fog network can result in severe consequences. Based on the
RA, M. MUKHERJEE et al. analyze the security and privacy
challenges in fog computing [2] and figure out some typical
security and privacy issues. For instance, the traditional
authentication mechanism faces the challenges from resource
constraint devices; the fog nodes’ dynamicity and large scale
devices make the traditional symmetric and asymmetric
cryptosystem can’t work well. Meanwhile, they give some
open questions and research challenges. A. O de Sàanalyze the
attacks in CPS[7]. P.G. Lopez et al. summarize the problems
relevant to the security and privacy in fog computing [8].
In addition, there are also some analysis on the status of
security and privacy issues in fog computing. For instance, A.
Alrawais et al. [9] point out that the research on the security and
privacy issues of fog computing for IoT is still at the early stage
and illustrate the specificity and importance of authentication,
access control and privacy preserving in IoT. Y. Wang and et al.
point out that the location sensitivity, wireless connectivity, and
geographical accessibility as well may result in some new
security and forensics challenges for fog computing [10].
B. Security and Privacy Solutions
Most of the security and privacy solutions for fog computing
are application-oriented. For instance, H. Hamid et al. [11]
construct a security model for privacy preserving of medical
big data in fog computing based healthcare. But the heavy
overheads of the pairing-based cryptography makes it not
suitable well for fog computing. H. Kim et al. [12] conduct a
research on authentication and authorization for Internet of
Things. They think that the overheads of authentication and
authorization should be distributed to fog nodes. Y. W. Law et
al.[13] proposed a wide-area measurement system key
management model for the smart grid, which can enhance the
system security to certain degree. M. H. Ibrahim presents a
mutual authentication scheme for fog nodes[14]. In addition, Y
Wang and et al. [7] propose an Software Defined Network
based security architecture to leverage a centralized controller
on the cloud and the distributed controllers in fog network.

smart mobile ends, AGV (Automated Guided Vehicle) and so
on. They are usually on move, except for network devices.
Although they don’t trust with each other, they often need to
communicate and collaborate mutually.
The cloud layer includes a variety of servers to provide
services. For instance, the data server is responsible for data
analysis, processing and decision making; the management
server is in charge of managing various affairs, such as staff,
equipment, and production management; the security server
takes charge of the security related issues in the system.
B. Security and Privacy Requirements
In order to clarify the security and privacy requirements, we
make a detailed investigation on the existing research
achievements, and 4 aspects are summarized.
1) Since fog nodes, smart sensors and actuators may belong
to different departments or stakeholders and have no prior
knowledge about each other, a trust relationship should be
established before they collaborate so as to identify malicious
nodes. The trust is usually established by authentication, while
traditional authentication mechanisms can’t address the
authentication between strange entities.
2) Smart actuators must ensure that the received instructions
do come from the legitimate nodes with required attributes and
keep fresh and integrity. And the existing authentication
mechanism can’t meet these security requirements well.
3) IoT devices need to reject the unauthorized access to its
data for avoiding data leakage, and Fog nodes need to refuse the
unauthorized access to its service for saving resources. Both
situations require distributed access control mechanism rather
than the existing centralized access control mechanism.
4) Fog nodes are close to IoT devices and can collect
sensitive data, e.g. user’s identity, location and etc.. Since these
data are directly associated with the users in the local context,
the existing privacy preserving mechanisms cannot work well.

III. PRELIMINARIES
A. System Model
In general, a fog computing based digital manufacturing
system includes three layers as shown in Fig 1.
The perception and executive layer consists of all kinds of
machines equipped with smart sensors and actuators. Their
main tasks are to collect data, receive and execute instructions.
These smart machines usually do not trust each other before
their communication or collaboration.
The fog layer can be seen as a distributed network of fog
nodes. Fog nodes may be industrial robot, network devices,

Fig. 1.

A fog computing based digital manufacturing system
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C. Assumptions
For reading and understanding, some assumptions and
explanations are made as following.
1) The attribute servers are assumed to be trusted, manage
attributes, construct and issue the registered but anonymous
attribute credentials. Key generation center(KGC) is the unique
security server, which is completely trusted and in charge of
generating the system security parameters and partial key pair.
2) Each entity has a unique identifier assigned by one of its
registered attribute servers. Server’s unique identifier is public,
and the unique identifier of a non-service node is only known to
itself and the registered server. In addition, every entity has a
secret shared key with the registered attribute server.
3) An elliptic curve E defined over the finite field F_p with a
subgroup of prime order q is used to be the system’s basic
algorithm. The default encryption algorithm is Elliptic Curve
Integrated Encryption Standard (ECIES)[15]. And the default
signature algorithm is Elliptic Curve Digital Signature
Algorithm (ECDSA)[16] .
4) The private key and public key’s material of each server
are generated by the algorithm in literature [17] in advance.
Any an entity can derive the public key of a server according to
its identifier and public key’s material.
D. Notations
For description, the main notations used in the scheme are
illustrated in Table I.
IV. ATTRIBUTE CREDENTIAL
Similar to the real life, an credential in digital world is also
used to certify that the owner has some attributes or privileges.
In the existing credential, the attributes or privileges are all in
plain text, which may lead to unnecessary privacy or data
leakage. To deal with it, we try to construct a registered but
anonymous attribute credential to solve the security and
privacy issues in fog computing based digital manufacturing.
For practicability, simplicity and privacy preserving, the
attribute credential to be designed is only to manifest that its
owner has some attributes or meets some attributes
TABLE I
MAIN NOTATIONS IN THE SCHEME
Symbol

Meaning

n
E(k,d)
D(k,e)
h()
H()
Sig(k,m)
ui

A security parameter to indicate the size in bits of a key
Using the shared secret key or public key k to encrypt data d.
Using the shared secret key or private key k to decrypt e
A cryptographic hash function.
The fast one way accumulative function in literature [18]
Using the private key k to make signature on m.
The unique identifier of entity i.
The jth attribute of entity i.
The jth attribute credential of entity i.
The shared key between entity i and j.
The master public key of the system.
The master private key of the system.
A finite field with p elements {0, p-1}, and p is a large prime.
a large prime.
The base point on the elliptic curve E that generates the
subgroup of order q.
The scalar multiplication in ECC.

ai,j
Ci,j
Ki,j
Ppub
s
F_p
q
G
×

requirements, and does not reveal any plaintext information
about the owner and its attributes. In addition, considering that
different attributes may be administrated by different attribute
servers, one entity’s multiple attribute credentials issued
whether by the same attribute server or different ones should be
used together to meet complex attributes requirements.
A. Attribute Credential Construction
The registered but anonymous attribute credential consists of
7 items. For description, it is assumed that there are j attributes
of entity ui to be issued in one attribute credential by attribute
server A. The construction process is illustrated by algorithm1.
Algorithm 1 Attribute Credential Construction
Begin
Step 1. For all the attributes to be issued for user ui, the attribute
server A computes I1=h(h(KA,i||ui||ai,1||ai,2||…||ai,j)).
Step 2. Computes I2=h (I1||h(ui)).
Step 3. For all attributes to be issued in the credential, A
encrypts it with the shared key between it and ui, which is
denoted by I3=E(KA,i, ai,1||ai,2||…||ai,j).
Step 4. Sets I4 to be the validity period of the credential.
Step 5. Let I5 to be the attribute server’s unique identifier IDA.
Step 6. Let I6 to be the public key material of IDA.
Step 7. For each attribute ai,j, computes its hash value, and
calculates the one-way accumulated value for them according
to the fast one-way accumulator in [18], which is denoted by
I3*=H(H(…(H(KA,i,h(ai,1)),h(ai,2)),…,h(ai,j-1)),h(ai,j)).
Step 8. Makes signature on the hash value of I1, I2, I3*, I4, I5 and
I6, which is denoted by I7=Sig(sA, H(I1||I2||I3*||I4||I5||I6)).
End.
It should be stated that item I1 is used to identify the attribute
credential and help the trusted third part to verify whether the
credential is used by its owner before it has a corresponding key
pair; item I2 is designed to help the owner consummate the
credential and the verifier identify the collusion attack; item I3
is designed for the credential owner to get the attribute value
assigned by the attribute server. And I3 will be replaced with I3*
or the one way accumulated value of the attributes hash when
the owner consummates the credential.
It can be seen that both the identity and the attributes of the
attribute credential owner are blinded by encryption, hash and
hash based one-way accumulated value. The aim is to make the
attribute credential be a registered but anonymous one, realize
privacy preserving and avoid collusion attacks.
B. Attribute Credential Consummation
When the entity ui receives an attribute credential from the
attribute server A, it needs to verify and consummate the
attribute credential. The process is described in algorithm 2.
After consummating the attribute credential, entity ui can use
it to apply for its partial key pair to KGC and generate a key pair
for it according to the proposed AC-PKC.
V. ATTRIBUTE CREDENTIAL BASED PUBLIC KEY SCHEME
The attribute credential based public key system is designed
to solve the issues of key management and privacy preserving
in fog computing based digital manufacturing.
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Algorithm 2 Attribute Credential Consummation
Begin
Step 1. Compute h (I1||h(ui)) and check it is equal to I2 or not. If
yes, it means that the credential is for ui, else, discard it and go
to step 9.
Step 2. Check whether the credential is overdue or not
according to I4, if yes, discard it and go to step 9.
Step 3. Decrypt I3 with the shared key KA,i between A and ui to
get the attributes ãi,j in the credential.
Step 4. Compute h(h(KA,i||ui||ãi,1||ãi,2||…||ãi,j)) and check
whether it equals to I1 or not. If yes, it indicates that the
attributes are integrity, else, discard it and go to step 9.
Step 5. For all the attributes, compute their hashes’ one-way
accumulated value according to the fast one-way accumulator
in literature [18], which is denoted by I3*=H(H(…(H(KA,i,
h(ãi,1)), h(ãi,2)),…, h(ãi,m-1)), h(ãi,m)).
Step 6. Derive the public key PA of attribute server A according
to I5 and I6.
Step 7. Verify the signature I7 with PA according to the I1, I2,
I3*, I4, I5 and I6. If it can’t pass the verification, discard the
credential and go to step 9.
Step 8. Replace I3 with I3*.
Step 9. Stop.
End.
A. Conception and Principle
The attribute credential based public key scheme is based on
CL-PKC[17] so as to simplify key management and avoid key
escrow. Since item I1 binds the attributes and the owner
securely and can uniquely identify the attribute credential, the
partial key and the corresponding key pair are derived from it
rather than the identity in CL-PKC, which can prevent privacy
leakage. Considering the characteristics of distributed,
resources constraint, and low latency in the industrial field, the
ECC based lightweight CL-PKC scheme [17] is employed in
AC-PKC. At the same time, the idea of Combinatorial Public
Key (CPK) [5] system is also introduced in AC-PKC to realize
flexible key management.
It should be stated, although the AC-PKC is closely related to
attributes, it is completely different from the well-known ABE
(Attribute Based Encryption). It is essentially an ECC based
CL-PKC. And ABE is actually an extension of IB-PKC, which
is usually based on bilinear mapping and secret sharing.
B. Key Generation
Similar to the CL-PKC, there are 3 phrases to generate a key
pair for one attribute credential.
1) System Setup
The system setup phase should be done by KGC, including
five steps.
Step 1, Choose an elliptic curve with the parameter of (p, a, b,
G, q) according to the system security parameter n.
Step 2, Select s from the interval [1,q-1] randomly as the
system’s master key, which should be kept secret by the KGC.
Step 3, Compute the system’s master public key Ppub=s×G.
Step 4, Chooses a cryptographic hash function h to map the
bit string with any finite length to {0,1}n.

4
Step 5, Publish the system’s parameter {Ep(a, b,), h,Ppub }.
2) Partial Key Extraction
A partial key pair is corresponding to an attribute credential.
When an entity ui applies a partial key pair to KGC for its
attributes credential Ci,j, KGC must verify Ci,j before extracting
a partial key pair for it. The verification includes two phases.
The first phase is to verify the validity, authenticity and
integrity of the attribute credential, which is similar to the
traditional credential verification. The second phase is to check
whether the credential is used by its owner so as to avoid the
credential embezzlement and collusion attack, which should
begin after the first phase succeeds. Since there is still no public
and private keys for the attribute credential, the second phase
can’t be accomplished by public key cryptography. To address
it, ui has to provide the related information to help KGC verify
Ci,j. There are 3 steps should be done by user ui.
Step 1, Select a random ks from [1..p-1] as the session key to
encrypt the hash value for the concatenation of KA,i, ui, its
attributes in t Ci,j and the timestamp, which is denoted by E(ks,
h(KA,i||ui ||ai,1||ai,2||…||ai,j)||T), where T is a timestamp.
Step 2, Encrypt ks with the KGC’s public key PK, which is
denoted by E(PK, ks).
Step 3, Let M=“Ci,j||E(ks,h(KA,i||ui||ai,1||ai,2||…||ai,j)||T)||E(PK, ks)
and send M to KGC.
After receiving M from ui, KGC makes the first phase
verification for Ci,j. If it succeeds, KGC can begin the second
phase verification, which is described by Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3 The Second Phase Verification
Begin
Step 1. Decrypt E(PK, ks) with its private key SK to get ks.
Step 2. Decrypt E(ks, h(KA,i||ui||ai,1||ai,2||…||ai,j)||T) with ks to get
h(KA,i||ui||ai,1||ai,2||…||ai,j)||T.
Step 3. If T is within the reasonable time window, compute
I1*=h(h(KA,i||ui ||ai,1||ai,2||…||ai,j)).
Step 4. Check whether I1* is identical to Ci,j.I1 or not, if yes, it
indicates that ui is the credential owner and return true,
otherwise, return false.
End.
It should be stated that h(KA,i||ui||ai,1||ai,2||…||ai,j) can be known
only to ui, A and KGC, both the attribute server A and the
security server KGC are trusted, so it can be used to check
whether the attribute credential holder is its owner or not.
If Ci,j passes the second phase verification, KGC will extract a
partial key pair for it according to algorithm 4, otherwise, the
partial key pair extracting request will be denied.
Algorithm 4 Partial Key Extraction
Begin
Step 1. Choose ri,j randomly from the interval [1, q-1].
Step 2. Compute partial private key di,j=(s+ri,j×Ci,j.I1) mod q.
Step 3. If di,j =0, go back to step 1.
Step 4. Compute partial public key Ri,j = ri,j×G.
Step 5. Encrypt di,j and Ri,j with the session key ks and send
E(ks, di,j||Ri,j.x||Ri,j.y) to the applier ui.
End.
In algorithm 4, di,j and Ri,j constitute the partial key pair of Ci,j;
It is obvious that different attribute credentials have different
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partial key pairs even their attributes values are identical,
because the Ci,j.I1 is not only a unique identifier of Ci,j but also a
binding code of ui and its attributes in Ci,j.
3) Key Generation
When ui receives a partial key pair of Ci,j from KGC, it can
derive the corresponding private key si,j and the intermediate
public key Xi,j from it. The process is described by algorithm 5.
Algorithm 5 Key pair generation
Begin
Step 1. Compute and check whether the equation di,j×G=Ppub+
Ci,j.I1×Ri,j can hold or not. If it holds, it indicates that the partial
key pair (di,j, Ri,j) is correct and generated from Ci,j by the KGC,
otherwise, go to step 7.
Step 2. Choose an integer zi,j randomly from interval [1, q-1].
Step 3. Compute the private key of Ci,j by si,j=(di,j+ zi,j×Ci,j.I1)
mod q.
Step 4. If si,j=0, go to step 2, otherwise keep si,j secretly.
Step 5. Compute the intermediate public key Xi,j of Ci,j by Xi,j=
Ri,j+zi,j×G.
Step 6. If Xi,j= O, go back to step 2, otherwise, store the
executive public key Xi,j along with Ci,j.
Step 7. Stop.
End.
It should be noted although Xi,j is derived from the random ri,j
in algorithm 4 and zi,j in algorithm 5, it is not really independent
of the entity’s unique identifier ui and its attributes in Ci,j. For
one thing, Ci,j.I1 is the binding code of ui and its attributes in Ci,j.
For the other, Ci,j.I1 is used together with ri,j and zi,j to generate
the partial private key di,j and the private key si,j for Ci,j, which
makes the Xi,j associate with ui and its attributes in Ci,j indirectly.
The relation between Ci,j’s actual public key Pi,j and its
intermediate public key Xi,j can be described by Pi,j =Ppub+
Ci,j.I1×Xi,j, which can be further deduced to be Pi,j =si,j×G. It
indicates that Xi,j is the bridge between the Ci,j and its actual
public key Pi,j. The binding relationship between Pi,j and Ci,j
makes Pi,j can certify itself.
C. Basic Operations of AC-PKC
In practice, a consummated attribute credential should be
used with its intermediate public key so as to simplify the
public key management. Unlike the existing PKI-PKC,IB-PKC
and CL-PKC, AC-PKC has to process the attribute credential
verification, attribute verification and key combination 3 basic
operations to get a key pair.
1) Attribute Credential Verification
Before deriving a key pair for an attribute credential, it must
be verified so as to ensure it is a legal one and being used by its
owner. There are 3 levels for attribute credential verification.
The first and second level verification are prerequisite and the
third is required only when multiple attribute credentials are
used together. The first is legitimacy verification, which is
similar to the existing certificate validation and can be made by
the attribute server’s public key. The second level is to verify
whether the current user is the credential owner or not, which
can be done by a time or random dependent signature because
the attribute credential’s key pair is available now.
The success of the first level verification is the premise of the
second level verification, so they can be described together. For

5
clarity, we take a scenario to illustrate the first and second level
verification. When the entity ui tries to prove to anyone v that it
has some attributes in the attribute credential Ci,j, it uses the
ECDSA to make a signature on the hash of Ci,j.I7 and the current
timestamp T (or a random R) by the private key si,j of Ci,j, which
is denoted by STi,j=Sig(si,j, h(Ci,j.I7||T)). And then sends
message m=“Ci,j||Xi,j||STi,j||T” to v. The verifier v verifies Ci,j
according to algorithm 6 after receiving message m.
Algorithm 6 The First and Second Level Verification
Begin
Step 1. Check whether the Ci,j is within its validity period and T
is in a reasonable time window or not. If not, return false.
Step 2. Derive the attribute server’s public PA according to
Ci,j.I5 and Ci,j.I6.
Step 3. Verify Ci,j.I7 with PA. If it fails, return false.
Step 4. Compute Ci,j’s public key Pi,j=(Ppub+ Ci,j.I1×Xi,j) .
Step 5. Verify the signature STi,j with Pi,j and T according to the
verification process in ECDSA. If it succeeds, return true, else
return false.
End.
Obviously, if algorithm 6 returns true, it indicates that Ci,j is
legal and being used by its owner.
The third level verification is also called correlation
verification, which is designed to verify whether the attribute
credentials used together belong to the same owner or not. It
can be realized by an associated code h(ui) provided by the
credential holder. For each received attribute credential Ci,j, v
checks whether the equation h(Ci,j.I1||h(ui))=Ci,j.I2 holds or not.
If it holds for all the attribute credentials, they pass the third
level verification, else, the third level verification fails.
2) Attribute Verification
In general, an entity’s attributes may be certified by different
attribute credentials. When an entity ui wants to prove that it has
some attributes or a verifier v wants to verify whether ui has
some attributes, ui should show the attributes related credentials
to v. Unfortunately, it is difficult for v to verify whether ui has
the required attributes only according to its attribute credentials,
because all attributes in a credential are blinded for privacy
preserving. To address it, an attribute verification algorithm is
designed on item I3 (the one way accumulated value for the
hash of each attribute) of the attribute credential.
For description, it is assumed that the attributes to be verified
are denoted by set Aa; the number of the attribute credentials
provided by the entity ui is N; the verification result is denoted
by V. The attribute verification is illustrated by algorithm 7.
Algorithm 7 Attribute Verification
Begin
Step 1. Let j and k be 1, and V be True.
Step 2. While V and j≤|Aa| do
Step 2.1 For attribute ai,j required to be verified, compute
h(ai,j).
Step 2.2 Check whether h(Ci,k.I3,h(ai,j)) is equal to Ci,k.I3 or
not. If yes, let j be (j+1) and k be 1, else let k be (k+1).
Step 2.3 If (k >N), let V be false.
Step 3. Return V.
End.
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3) Key Combination
A key pair is corresponding to an attribute credential. Since
one attribute credential usually only includes partial attributes
of an entity, more than one attribute credentials are often
required in many cases to meet the attribute requirements.
Accordingly, the pair key should be derived from all the related
attribute credentials. A simple and practical solution is to take
the advantage of the combination property of ECC to derive a
combination key pair for the required attributes.
For illustration, we take the case of two attribute credentials
as example, which can be used in the occasion of multiple
attribute credentials. It is assumed that the entity ui has two
attribute credentials Ci,j , Ci,k issued by attribute server A1 and A2
respectively, and their intermediate public keys are Xi,j and Xi,k.
The private key si,c corresponding to Ci,j and Ci,k can be derived
by ui, which is si,c=(si,j+si,k) mod q. The public key Pi,c
corresponding to Ci,j and Ci,k can be derived by anyone w that is
able to get and verify the two attribute credentials. Firstly, w
computes the two attribute credential’s public key Pi,j
=Ppub+Ci,j.I1×Xi,j and Pi,k =Ppub+Ci,k.I1×Xi,k respectively. And
then, w can compute Pi,c= Pi,j +Pi,k.
Since only scalar multiplications, hash and arithmetic
operations are involved in the three basic operations, AC-PKC
is suitable for resource constraint scenarios.
VI. USING AC-PKC IN FOG COMPUTING BASED DIGITAL
MANUFACTURING
In fog computing based digital manufacturing, there are 4
types of entities. They are servers, fog nodes, smart sensors and
smart actuators. As the description in the system model, the
servers can be further classified into data servers, management
servers and security servers. For clarity, we make an agreement
that management servers refer to attribute servers and KGC is
the only security server. Using AC-PKC, the 4 security issues
in sub-section B of section III can be addressed from the aspects
of authentication, encryption and access control.
For description, the attribute server, the fog node, the smart
sensor, the smart actuator, the data and the command are
denoted by A, f, δ, α, d and c respectively.
A. Authentication
The authentication can be divided into fuzzy and accurate
authentication. The fuzzy authentication just depends on the
attribute credential, while the accurate authentication relies on
the signature generated by AC-PKC.
1) Fuzzy Authentication
The fuzzy authentication is used to certify that an entity has
some required attributes. The entity just shows the related
attribute credentials to the verifier, and the verifier can verify
whether the credential holder has the expected attributes or not.
To be more precise, the fuzzy authentication is achieved by the
attribute credential verification and the attribute verification,
which are described in subsection C of section V. Based on the
required attributes, two strange entities can establish the initial
or basic trust relationship.
2) Accurate Authentication
The accurate authentication is used to certify that a signature
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is generated by the private key of the attribute credentials,
which include the required attributes and belong to the same
owner. Since the signature and the verification key are derived
according to the required attributes, it has good flexibility.
Like the fuzzy authentication, the accurate authentication also
needs attribute and credential verification so as to avoid the
embezzlement and collusion attack. For clarity, we take an
actuator α authenticating command c from fog node f for an
example to illustrate how to realize accurate authentication.
The fog node f is required to generate a signature for the
command c before issuing it to the smart actuator α. The
signature should be made according to the required attributes
for issuing command c. It is assumed that the required
attributes are in k attribute credentials and denoted by Cf,1, Cf,2,..,
Cf,k, f needs to compute the signature private key 𝒔𝒇 =
(∑𝑘𝑗=1 𝒔𝒇,𝒋 )𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑞, use sf to make the signature on c and send
“hash(f)||c||Sig(sf,c)||Cf,1||Xf,1||Cf,2||Xf,2...||Cf,k||Xf,k” to α.
When α receives the message, it verifies each attribute
credential according to the part 1 of the subsection C in section
V. If all the attribute credentials pass the verification, α makes
attribute verification for the required attributes according to the
part 2 of the subsection C of section V. If all the required
attributes pass the verification, α firstly computes the public
key Pf,j =Ppub+Cf,j.I1×Xf,j for each attribute credential Cf,j. And
then, it the verification public key 𝑷𝒇 = ∑𝑘𝑗=1 𝑷𝒇,𝒋 and verifies
the signature Sig(sf,c) with Pf. If Sig(sf,c) passes the verification,
it indicates that the command c does come from f, f has the
required attributes and c is intact and fresh.
It should be stated that the privacy can also be preserved in
the accurate authentication, because credential owner’s identity
and all the attributes in the credentials are blinded.
B. Encryption and Access Control
The flexible key management of the proposed AC-PKC
makes it easy to derive a public key according to the need of
security, which makes the asymmetric or symmetric based
encryption can be realized as required and is helpful to solve the
issue of sensitive data leakage.
Access control is usually based on authentication and the
access control policy can always be described by attributes. So
the AC-PKC is very suitable for access control in various
environments. Furthermore, the fuzzy authentication is fully
capable of undertaking the task. It is illustrated as following.
In the fog based digital manufacturing, when a smart sensor δ
subscribe data processing service to a fog node f or f requires
data from a smart sensor δ, access control is indispensable,
which can be accomplished just by showing attribute
credentials to δ or f. It is essentially the fuzzy authentication.
According to the fuzzy authentication results, f can decide
whether to provide the corresponding data processing service
or not; and δ can decide whether to send data and send what
data to f. Obviously, the privacy of δ and f can be preserved in
the process of access control. In addition, δ should encrypt the
data with a key protected by the public key of the attribute
credentials what f shows to it so as to avoid data leakage.
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C. Experiment
In order to validate the correctness and the usability of the
proposed AC-PKC, we construct a plain simulation
environment for fog computing based digital manufacturing,
and design 2 scenarios to do encryption, authentication and
access control experiments. For simplicity, there are only one
attribute server, one KGC, one fog node, one smart actuator and
one smart sensor deployed in the simulation environment. The
attribute server and KGC are realized in Eclipse 4.5.2 and JDK
1.7 on a computer with Windows 10, i5-6300HQ processor and
8G DDR4 memory. The fog node, actuator and smart sensor are
realized in Android Studio 1.4 and JDK 1.7 on the Android
virtual machine. The size of the security parameter n is 160 bits.
The secp160r1 in [19] is adopted as ECC’s parameter. Blowfish
is employed as the symmetric cryptographic algorithm in
ECIES. And SHA1 is used as the hash function.
The first scenario is the simplification of the example in
accurate authentication. Only 2 attribute credentials from the
same attribute server are used by actuator α to authenticate fog
node f. The purpose is to validate the correctness and efficiency
of AC-PKC. For objectivity, the average values of 1000
experiments are used to be the experiment results. The
experiment results show that the key pair can be generated from
the attribute credential correctly and the accurate authentication
can be accomplished. The average time for key generation,
signature and verification are listed in Table II.
TABLE II
THE AVERAGE TIME FOR THE MAIN OPERATIONS IN ACCURATE
AUTHENTICATION
Operation
Generating a partial key pair for one attribute
credential
Generating a key pair for one attribute
credential
Signature
Signature verification

Average Time
7ms
22ms
7ms
15ms

The second scenario is that a fog node wants to gather data
from a smart sensor, which is designed to conduct encryption
and access control experiment. The fuzzy authentication is
realized to make the access control. And the results show that
access control can be implemented correctly. The experiment
also indicates that the encryption and decryption based on the
AC-PKC are correct. And the average time for asymmetric and
symmetric cryptographies are listed in Table III.
It can be seen from Table II and Table III that the average
time for the main operations is roughly consistent with their
complexity and can basically meet the low latency
requirements of the digital manufacturing.
TABLE III
THE AVERAGE TIME FOR THE MAIN OPERATIONS IN SCENARIO 2
Operation
Encryption with the attribute credential’s
public key
Decryption with the attribute credential’s
private key
Encryption based on Blowfish
Decryption based on Blowfish

Average Time
24ms
8ms4
123μs
102μs

VII. EVALUATION
To evaluate the proposed AC-PKC objectively, performance
analysis is done from the aspects of security, privacy preserving,
computation overhead, communication overhead and flexibility.
Meanwhile, comparison analysis is also made between
AC-PKC and the existing public key schemes.
A. Security
The security of AC-PKC depends on the security of the
attribute credential. The attacks that may be launched on
attribute credentials and the related security mechanism mainly
include credential forgery, collusion attack and credential
embezzlement as well.
For credential forgery, it is basically impossible. Because the
attribute credential is always issued by the authority attribute
servers, and anyone can verify its authenticity and integrity
according to the attribute server’s public key.
For collusion attack, the basic idea is based on the combinable
characteristic of keys. The premise that the attacks can succeed
is that the service or data provider will combine the public keys
of the attribute credentials from different owners to encrypt the
secret information, or verify the attacker’s signature. In fact, the
service or data providers must verify the attribute credentials in
three levels before deriving and using a public key from them.
If the attribute credentials don’t belong to the same owner, the
verification will fail, and the provider will not derive the public
key at all. So it is impossible for attackers to launch a collusion
attack.
For credential embezzlement, there are two cases. One is that
an attribute credential is used directly by an attack to apply the
partial key pair to KGC, which can be avoided by item I2 in the
attribute credential, because only the credential owner can help
KGC verify item I2 and the KGC is trusted. The other is that an
attack may replay an attribute credential, which can be defeated
by the time dependent signature.
B. Privacy Preserving
Privacy preserving is achieved not only by blinding and
hiding the attribute credential owner’s identity but also by
keeping both the attributes and their values secretly.
Firstly, the attribute credential is registered but anonymous.
Since there is no plaintexts of the owner or the attributes in it,
there is no chance to leak the identity or attributes’ information
from an attribute credential.
Secondly, although item I2 in the attribute credential may be
utilized by an attacker to associate different credentials with
one owner, the identity of the credentials’ owner can’t be
recognized just according to its hash values. And even the
attacker can trace the credential owner’s behaviors, it can’t
conclude who is the owner because too many users have the
same behaviors.
Thirdly, all the attributes data are encrypted, hashed or
accumulated. Except for the owner and the attribute server, no
one knows what attributes are in an attribute credential. Even
the verifier can only checks whether a required attribute is in it
or not, and not know how many and what attributes in it.
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C. Computation Overhead
For simplicity, the computation overhead is measured only by
the most time-consuming operation, and the operation like hash,
the encryption/decryption of the symmetric cryptographic
algorithm, and the arithmetic operations are ignored.
In AC-PKC, the most time-consuming operation is the point
addition or scalar multiplication of ECC. In most existing
CL-PKCs, the bilinear mapping is the most expensive operation
and the modular exponential operation is the second expensive
one. So the scalar multiplication, bilinear mapping and the
modular exponential are used to measure computation
overheads. According to the results corroborated in literature
[20], the overhead of one bilinear pairing is about that of 20
scalar multiplications, and one modular exponential operation
is about 2 scalar multiplications. Based on this, the metric for
computation overhead is the number of the scalar
multiplication. And the computation overheads of AC-PKC
and the typical CL-PKCs are shown in Table IV.
TABLE IV
COMPUTATION OVERHEADS

System
Master Keys
Partial Key
pair
Key pair
Encryption
Decryption
Signature
Verification

ACPKC

ECPKC

CLPKC

A-C
LE

NPCLS

DLCLS

BPCLS

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

4

1

5
4
1
1
5

2
4
1
1
5

43
61
20/21
23
80

3
22
22
N
N

4/1
N
N
1
6/7

16
N
N
2
10

25
N
N
1
22

It should be stated that the overheads of EC-PKC (ECC based
Certificate-less Public Key Cryptography), A-CLE
(Authenticated Certificate-less Encryption), DL-CLS (DL
based Certificate-less Signature) and BP-CLS (Bilinear Pairing
based Certificateless Signature) are from literature[17],[22],[25]
and [26] respectively. And the data of CL-PKC[21] are the
computation overheads of the basic CL-PKE(Certificate-less
Encryption), Full CL-PKE and CL-PKS(Certificate-less
Signature). The column of NP-CLS(No Pairing Certificate-less
Signature) shows the computation overheads of the schemes in
literature [23] and [24] respectively.
Although EC-PKC, A-CLE and NP-CLS have the relative
lower computation overheads in key pair generation than our
AC-PKC, EC-PKC and NP-CLS don’t verify the correctness
and the authenticity of the partial key pair, which needs 3 scalar
multiplications. Therefore, EC-PKC has no advantage and
NP-CLS has only one scalar multiplication advantage over
AC-PKC. Nevertheless, the signature verification overhead in
NP-CLS overwhelms their advantage. In addition, A-CLE’s
two scalar multiplication advantage in key pair generation is
overtaken by its heavy computation overhead in encryption and
decryption. In summary, our AC-PKC scheme has relative low
computation overhead.
D. Communication Overhead
The communication overhead is often denoted by the size of
the message need to be transmitted. In fog based digital

manufacturing, the security related communication is mainly in
the process of authentication and access control, including the
system public key, required attributes, the ciphertext and
signature as well.
In order to estimate the communication overhead objectively,
typical ABEs are used as comparison objects, because they can
also achieve authentication and access control with privacy
preserving. In ABEs, both authentication and access control are
accomplished by decrypting the ciphertext. And the public
parameters and the required attributes are indispensable in
encryption and decryption. So the communication overheads in
ABEs can be estimated by the size of the public parameters, the
required attributes and the ciphertext related information.
Currently, the basic operations of ABEs are either scalar
multiplication or modular exponentiation. The corresponding
schemes are denoted by ABE-SM and ABE-ME respectively.
For comparison, it is assumed that the length of ABE-SM’s
security parameter is l (l =160bits). And the length of
ABE-ME’s security parameter should be 6.4l, because the
security strength of the 1024 bits modular exponentiation is
equivalent to that of ECC-160. Meanwhile, we also assumed
that the number of the required attributes is k, the size of the
attributes space is n, the number of the involved attribute
credentials is L and the length of each attribute is l.
For simplicity, the algorithm parameters and the length of the
message are not taken into account. In fact, the algorithm
parameters of all ABE are greater than those of AC-PKC. The
size of the required attributes in all the ABE schemes can be
expressed by kl. But the attributes in AC-PKC are included in
attribute credentials, which makes the size of the required
attributes depend on the number of the related attribute
credentials and the size of an attribute credential. In a
consummated attribute credential, the lengths of the I1,I2,I3,I5
and I7 are all l. If each part of the validity period is represented
in binary, the maximum length of I4 is 160 bits, which is
identical to l. I6 is the intermediate public key of the attribute
server, as a point on the elliptic curve, its length is 2l. So, the
total length of a consummated attribute credential is 8l.
The ciphertext related data are essentially the data used for
authentication or access control. In AC-PKC, they are the
ciphertext or signature, whose lengths are 3l and 2l respectively.
In ABE, they are the data issued with the ciphertext for
decrypting. For objectivity, 4 typical ABE schemes are selected
to be comparison objects. One is the lightweight ABE scheme
in literature[27], which is based on ECC and with low
communication overhead. The modular exponentiation based
ABE can be further classified into variable size ciphertext and
constant size ciphertext two categories. The former is denoted
by ABE-MEV and the latter is denoted by ABE-MEC. Since
ABE-MEV schemes always have heavy communication
overhead, only one efficient scheme in literature[28] is made as
an instance. While ABE-MEC schemes are usually have
relative low overhead, we choose two relative efficient schemes
in literature[29] and [30] as the comparison instances, which
are denoted by ABE-MEC1 and ABE-MEC2 respectively.
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TABLE V
COMMUNICATION OVERHEADS

AC-PKC
ABE-EC
ABE-MEV
ABE-MEC1
ABE-MEC2

TABLE VI
COMPARISON WITH THE EXISTING PUBLIC KEY SCHEME

Public Parameters
Size

Required
Attributes Size

Ciphertext/Signature
Related Data Size

2l
2(n+1)l
6.4(n+3)l
25.6nl
6.4(n+3)l

≤8kl
kl
kl
kl
kl

E:3l, S:2l
(2k+1) l
6.4(2k+1)l
12.8l
12.8l

For clarity, the communication overhead comparison is
illustrated in Table V. It can be seen that our AC-PKC has
distinct advantage over ABE-MEV, ABE-MEC1 and
ABE-MEC2. Unfortunately, it is difficult to compare AC-PKC
with ABE-EC, because the relations among L, k and n are
complicated and uncertain, which depend not only on the
security policy and the attribute management strategy but also
on the attribute space. In the worst case of L=k, if k≤0.4(n-1),
AC-PKC’s overhead is less than or equal to ABE-EC’s. In
practice, there are usually multiple required attributes in the
same attribute credential, and L is usually less than or much less
than k when k is far great than 2. To be fair, it can be assumed
that L= k/2 when k is an even number and L=(k+1)/2 when k is
an odd number. In this way, AC-PKC’s communication
overhead should be (4k+5) or (4k+9). On average, it has a
relative advantage over ABE-EC.
E. Flexibility
The flexibility is a distinct advantage of the proposed
AC-PKC. Since all the attribute credentials’ key pair of one
entity can be combined arbitrarily, AC-PKC can be the
foundation of constructing flexible security mechanism and
meet various security requirements.
In contrast, the ABE schemes always need to fix the required
attributes set in advance, which makes them can only meet the
predefined security policy. While the existing CL-PKC
schemes are always based on the user’s identity, which makes
them can only meet the identity based security requirements
and can’t preserve privacy.
F. Comprehensive Comparison
In order to highlight the traits of the proposed AC-PKC for
fog computing based digital manufacture and distinguish it
from the existing public key cryptography and ABE schemes, a
comprehensive comparison is made from five aspects, which
are key management (denoted by KM), applicability to
distributed, dynamic fog computing environments(denoted by
ADDFC), overhead, flexibility and privacy preserving(denoted
by PP). There are 4 typical types of public key cryptography
and 3 categories of ABE schemes analyzed here. The
comparison results are shown in Table VI.
It should be stated that “Attr” is the abbreviation of attribute
and “Credt” is the abbreviation of credential. It can be seen
from Table VI that AC-PKC can not only be applied in
distributed, dynamic fog computing environments but also
provide the flexibility, privacy preserving and the relative low
costs in computation and communication simultaneously. It can
be said that AC-PKC has better overall performance than the
existing public key cryptography and ABE schemes.

PKI-PKC
IB-PKC
BP-PKC
NP-PKC
ABE-EC
ABE-MEV
ABE-MEC
AC-PKC

KM

ADDFC

PP

Overhead

Flexibility

Certificate
User ID
User ID
User ID
Attr Set
Attr Set
Attr Set
Attr Credt

No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

High
High
High
Low
Low
High
Low
Low

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes

VIII. CONCLUSION
To deal with the security and privacy issues in the fog
computing based digital manufacturing, AC-PKC is proposed
to provide flexible key management and achieve authentication
and access control with privacy preserving. Although the
performance analysis and comparison show that the proposed
scheme can meet the requirement of dynamic security
mechanism for fog computing and is more efficient and flexible
than the existing schemes, there are still some points for
improvement. In the future, we will further refine the attribute
description, simplify and optimize the attribute credential to
decrease the complexity of the attribute credential verification
and low the system overheads.
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